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Abstract
Despite influenza’s continued presence as a global health threat, no treatment yet exists that
provides lasting and comprehensive protection against all viral strains. The constant genetic change of
influenza surface proteins prevents development of a universal vaccine, increasing the attractiveness of
therapeutics that target host cells rather than the virus. It is of particular interest to identify host cell
membrane features that influence viral attachment and downstream infection. In this regard, increased
membrane concentration of cholesterol has been shown to increase viral binding. Subsequent molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations reveal transient clustering of influenza receptors, and further stabilization of
these clusters by cholesterol. These results suggest that membrane receptor and cholesterol composition
influence viral attachment by modulating membrane spatial patterning and dynamics.
Here we present a novel computational approach that allows mechanistic study of the molecular
behavior of host membrane components, while also capturing the relationship between large-scale
membrane organization and multivalent influenza interaction. We reparametrize an existing viral
binding and dynamics module for influenza, but add a new membrane module featuring receptors
responsive to both thermodynamics and viral attachment. Validation analyses suggest that our Langevin
dynamics membrane model displays membrane characteristics reflective of higher-resolution MD
simulations. Specifically, we observe a statistically equivalent receptor cluster size distribution and
receptor dissociation rate comparable or greater than MD simulations. Our approach thus maintains
essential aspects of molecular-level membrane physics while increasing efficiency to allow
physiological-scale study of factors influencing influenza attachment.
However, simulations of virus-membrane interaction demonstrate that our model underestimates
multivalent viral binding compared to experiment. Although metrics such as mean number of bound
receptors and proportion time bound tended to increase with receptor concentration, a statistically
significant increase in binding was only observed between the most extreme receptor concentrations.
Similarly, our simulations did not produce binding trends responsive to GD1a self-interaction with high
fidelity. In conjunction with lack of sensitivity to varied cholesterol composition, these results suggest
our model is not sufficiently powered to detect differences in localized receptor spatial patterning and
dynamics. However, inconsistent agreement between simulated and experimental observations of
influenza binding behavior provide an opportunity for us to reexamine fundamental assumptions such as
the relative impact on viral binding of membrane deformation and other forces. The current model
provides a well-defined framework to implement these future modifications and additions.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Influenza: A global health threat with limited clinical solutions
Influenza is a deadly and communicable virus that causes 12,000 to 56,000 deaths annually in
the United States, with the yearly number fluctuating due to variability and unpredictability of the flu
season (1). The virus presents a global public health problem as transmission can occur through nonhuman hosts, accelerating antigenic shift and development of new, possibly pandemic strains. Despite
this risk, no universal vaccine exists that provides lasting protection against multiple influenza strains.
The constant genetic change of influenza surface proteins impedes the effective antibody targeting,
binding, and neutralization required of such a solution. Antiviral therapeutics therefore play an essential
role in supporting the functionally-limited seasonal vaccine.
However, the two classes of influenza antiviral drugs currently approved by the United States
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) face increasing evidence of viral resistance (2–5). These drugs,
adamantanes and neuraminidase inhibitors, target the viral proteins necessary for viral budding,
preventing escape and infection of additional cells (6). Recently, a novel class of influenza therapeutics
that target host cell machinery rather than viral components began early-stage development, offering
decreased risk of emergent resistant strains (7). Advancement of host-targeted therapeutics remains
limited by a lack of understanding of the host factors that influence viral attachment and subsequent
steps in the infection process.

1.2 Influenza binding is multivalent
Influenza infection begins when the viral hemagglutinin (HA) glycoprotein binds to sialic acid
(SA)-terminated glycans (sialosaccharides) in the host cell membrane (Figure 1) (8). Stable binding
then leads to endocytosis of the virus. Gradual acidification of the encapsulating endosome triggers
fusion of the viral envelope with the endosomal membrane. Fusion allows release of viral RNA into the
host cell cytoplasm, and downstream replication of the virus.
Much attention has been given to understanding how host membrane glycan structure affects the
affinity of individual HA glycoproteins across influenza strains. Of particular interest, is the linkage
between a sialic acid and the penultimate galactose residues of sialosaccharides (8). The α(2,3) linkage
is associated with avian influenza strains and leads to enteric infection, while the α(2,6) linkage is
5

associated with human influenza strains and results in the familiar respiratory illness. A shift in HA
genetics to allow specific binding to the α(2,6)-type linkage is often accompanied by increased viral
transmissibility between humans (9–11).
However, the dissociation constant for an individual HA to either sialic acid linkage remains
ubiquitously low (mM range) (12). This low HA-sialic acid affinity suggests that influenza binding is
multivalent, or that multiple HA-SA attachments are necessary for stable binding. Multivalent binding is
supported by cryo-electron tomography experiments that demonstrate influenza-membrane binding
areas of 100 to 600 nm2, with the target membrane parallel to the viral envelope for up to 100 nm
(13,14).
Evidence that influenza binds multivalently to host cell receptors raises a question of the relative
importance of equilibrium spatial patterning of host receptors compared to time-dependent, large-scale
remodeling of receptor patterning by viral interaction. It has been shown that the force of membrane
attachment to the viral envelope increases with time, suggesting that mobile receptors may be recruited
beneath the influenza virus (15). Single-virus tracking studies corroborate that host membrane
remodeling fits within the time-course of influenza infection. These experiments detect clatherin-coated
pit formation approximately 115 seconds after initial viral binding (16). With multiple receptor binding
and dissociation events thought possible on the order of seconds, this timescale allows for receptor
movement before clatherin-mediated endocytosis of the virus. However, the dynamics and driving
factors of large-scale receptor patterning and remodeling in the host cell membrane remain unexplored.
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Figure 1. Sketch of influenza virus binding to a host cell membrane. Viral hemagglutinin
glycoprotein binds sialic acids in the host cell membrane. Binding triggers endocytosis of the
virus and transmission of viral RNA to infect the host. The model influenza receptor, GD1a,
includes two sialic acids in its oligosaccharide headgroup. (Not to scale).
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1.3 Cell membrane patterning and dynamics are linked to composition
The heterogeneous distribution of lipids and proteins in human plasma membrane has elicited
extensive study of factors affecting the patterning of these components. Of interest are model systems
combining cholesterol, phospholipids, and sphingolipids because a large body of previous work uses this
simplified composition to represent human cell membrane behavior (17). Of these studies, many focus
on the effect of cholesterol content on sterol-dependent “rafting” phase behavior, or the ordered
clustering of specific lipid types surrounded by disordered lipids (17,18). No evidence exists of
significant cholesterol-driven phase separation in membranes with a physiological concentration of
glycosphingolipids (<5 mol%), the category of sphingolipid that includes the influenza receptor.
However, it is known that glycosphingolipids self-associate independent of cholesterol (19).
To enable molecular-level analysis of membrane spatial patterning and dynamics, we recently
developed a molecular dynamics (MD) coarse-grained (CG) membrane model using the GROMACS
simulation package. MD simulations are an ideal source for dynamic data on influenza receptor
patterning because they overcome fluorescence microscopy’s inability to resolve nanoscale cluster sizes,
a practical limitation of microscopic binding, fluidity, and detergent-resistance studies (20). Our
generated MD simulations are consistent with ganglioside self-association behavior described
previously, but include the influenza virus GD1a receptor (19). Ganglioside GD1a is commonly used as
the model influenza receptor, including two sialic acids on its glycosphingolipid backbone (21,22).
These simulations demonstrate that increased cholesterol content increases receptor tail order and
decreases the dissociation rate of individual GD1a glycosphingolipids from clusters (23). It is therefore
thought that an increase in influenza viral binding to membranes of increased cholesterol content is due
to the stabilization of transient clusters of receptors (23).
These results suggest that small-scale membrane patterning and cluster formation influence
influenza viral binding. However, the molecular detail of MD simulations prohibits efficient scaling to
lengths involved in viral interaction at a simulation timescale of tens of µs to minutes. For example,
previous MD membrane studies include a 2-10 mol% concentration of influenza receptors over a 15 by
15 nm leaflet. All 7 to 36 of these receptors may be present in a single cluster. Therefore, an influenza
virus of 105 nm diameter may interact with multiple clusters or a broader organization of receptors than
can be captured by MD simulations (24). Clearly, a new method is needed that allows mechanistic study
of the molecular behavior of host membrane components, while also capturing the relationship between
large-scale membrane organization and multivalent influenza interaction.
8

1.4 Approaches to studying viral binding
Similar to the motivation for MD modeling of small-scale membrane patterning, a computational
approach will allow mechanistic study of virus-scale membrane patterning and influenza attachment
within nm resolution. This will allow us to extend earlier work that focuses solely on observables
specific to the influenza virus (15,25). Previous work has modeled the multivalent adhesion of influenza
HA to SAs, but does not account for the position-dependent variability in HA-SA affinity across the
viral binding interface (26). Computational models better equipped to capture this relationship have been
developed to study virus-membrane interaction, first of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), and then
of DNA tumor-causing Simian virus (SV40) (27–30). However, all present models assume fixed
receptor positions or a homogeneous diffusion rate insensitive to varied membrane composition or an
inhomogeneous patterning of components.
This recent work can be reparametrized to capture known information about influenza structure
and diffusion, GD1a receptor structure, and rates and degrees of freedom of influenza binding and
unbinding (29). We therefore have a ready framework for capturing the movement of influenza in the
vicinity of the host cell membrane, as well as the interaction of the virus with the membrane through
multiple HA-SA bonds across the attachment interface. This model is equipped to measure differences
in binding probabilities in accordance with receptor position, but new capability to designate receptor
spatial pattering responsive to both membrane thermodynamics and viral attachment is still needed. This
extended model must maintain the receptor-level physics of molecular dynamics simulations, while
adequately reducing resolution to achieve efficient characterization of influenza virus attachment and
interaction with the host cell membrane.

1.5 This Thesis
This thesis explores the hypothesis that membrane composition affects viral binding by driving
the spatial patterning of influenza receptors in the cell membrane. An extended model of influenza
binding to a human cell is described. First, we attempt to validate a reduced-resolution, Langevin
dynamics model of membrane patterning and movement derived from molecular dynamics membrane
simulation data. Second, an approach is presented for linking inhomogeneous membrane patterning and
dynamics to mesoscopic viral motion and interaction forces. This model predicts viral binding outcomes
correlated but not completely consistent with those observed from experimental changes in membrane
composition. The framework is then used to mechanistically explore the effect of membrane
9

composition and localized receptor patterning on viral binding. Finally, we evaluate the relative
importance of the equilibrium patterning of receptors in an individual’s cell membrane compared to
active remodeling of that membrane pattern over time by viral interaction. This computational approach,
with the later-described improvements, offers the potential for an improved understanding of membrane
factors influencing an individual’s susceptibility to influenza infection. Several viruses including
influenza, mumps, noro, rota, and DNA tumor viruses bind to the same group of sialic acids linked to
gangliosides or glycoproteins as a receptor during cell entry. Our influenza-focused methodology may
therefore be extended as a tool to reveal novel targets for development of lipid-based antiviral therapies
to reduce viral infection.
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Chapter 2. Model Development
2.1 Chapter Introduction
The proposed modeling approach can be schematized as two modules, a mesoscopic viral
dynamics and binding module adapted from previous work, and a newly parameterized membrane
dynamics module. These two components exchange the identities and relative position coordinates of
bound HA-SA pairs to determine the forces that drive influenza-membrane interaction. We first describe
the mesoscopic viral dynamics and binding module, followed by the development and validation of the
membrane dynamics module.

2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Parameterization of a mesoscopic binding model for influenza
2.2.1.1 Viral structure
Using open source code made available in the literature, we reparametrized the mesoscopic viral
dynamics and binding module to accurately capture influenza structure and behavior (29). We modeled
influenza as spherical with a diameter of 104.862 nm, including the height of 300 protruding 13.5 nm
hemagglutinin spikes (24,31). The current parameterization assumes that hemagglutinin can be
approximated as immobile and evenly distributed throughout the viral envelope (32). Hemagglutinin is
known to exist as a homotrimer and concurrent binding of three sialic acids to single binding sites on
each polypeptide is thought to be geometrically possible (25). Therefore, each viral hemagglutinin was
represented as a single point on the viral envelope, and incorporates three binding points.

2.2.1.2 Viral dynamics algorithm
In each simulation, a virus was generated in a rectangular box near to the membrane and began a
3D random walk until contacting the cell surface (Figure 2a). The viral space was divided into “near”
and “far” regimes based on the likelihood of viral binding and unbinding events as previously described
in literature and detailed in Figure 2b (27–30). The virus moved randomly in the far regime, diffusing
according to the Stokes-Einstein equation with an adaptive, distance-dependent time step (29). In the
near regime, the virus moved both translationally according to a velocity Verlet stochastic dynamics
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algorithm and rotationally according to a quaternion dynamics algorithm, at a fixed time step of 1.5 ns
(29).
This regional division and an initial start point near to the membrane allowed increased sampling
of viral behavior near to the membrane for parameterizations where binding is rare and multiple virusmembrane interaction events were needed before the virus binds stably. These assumptions were
appropriate for the present study in which we aimed to assess the physics of viral interaction and
receptor spatial remodeling rather than how these events fit into the broader timescale of influenza
infection.
Virus movement was modeled using Langevin dynamics. Near to the membrane, the virus was
subject to both stochastic forces from random thermal motion of the virus and deterministic forces due
to receptor binding. The position and velocity of the virus were described by differential Equations 1-3:
𝑑𝑟⃑
𝑑𝑡
⃑⃑
𝑑𝑣
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑣⃑

Equation 1

⃑⃑ (𝑟⃑, 𝑡) + −𝛽𝑣 𝑣⃑ + 𝐴⃑
=𝐾

Equation 2

𝛽𝑣 =

𝑘𝐵𝑇
𝑚𝑣 𝐷𝑣

Equation 3

⃑⃑ is a vector of accelerations due to
where 𝑟⃑ is a vector of positions, 𝑣⃑ is a vector of velocities, 𝐾
deterministic binding forces, βv is the inverse of the viscous relaxation time, and 𝐴⃑ is a vector of
accelerations due to stochastic forces (29,30). Equation 3 represents the inverse of the viscous
relaxation time 𝛽𝑣 as a function of Boltzmann constant 𝑘𝐵, temperature T, mass of the virus mv, and
diffusion coefficient of the virus Dv (29,30). In another form multiplied by mass, 𝛽𝑣 represents a drag
coefficient. Stochastic forces captured the random collision of the virus with implicit solvent particles.
Deterministic HA-receptor attachment forces were governed by a harmonic bond potential
according to Equation 4:
1

𝑉(𝑟) = 2 𝜎(𝑟 − 𝑟0 )

Equation 4

In this equation, 𝜎 represents the spring force constant of the bond, r represents the vector between the
viral hemagglutinin and GD1a receptor, and 𝑟0 represents the equilibrium, unstressed height of the
GD1a receptor headgroup above the membrane surface (29). Therefore, movement of the virus toward
the membrane surface reduced viral forces due to any HA-SA bonds, and movement away increased
forces as HA-SA bonds were stretched. 𝑟0 was approximated as 2 nm by measuring the distance on a
GD1a between the partial density peaks of one of the furthest-branched beads on the terminal SA
12

(GM22 bead) and the intersection between the GD1a headgroup and lipid tail (AM1 bead). The spring
constant 𝜎 was derived from optical tweezers force spectroscopy force per distance curves prior to bond
rupture (25).
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Generate virus and membrane

Check probability of bond formation

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

If “Near” Membrane
Check for bond
formation and breakage
Update forces and
torques
Move virus and
receptors translationally
Move virus rotationally
Advance by constant
time step

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

If “Far” & No Membrane
Bonds
Compute sphere radius
to closest boundary
Choose random point on
the sphere
Move virus
translationally
Choose random velocity
Advance by adaptive
time step

Apply spatial boundary conditions

Influenza virus
else
Maximum number of steps reached

End

Figure 2. Framework for mesoscopic viral binding and dynamics module. (a) Graphical
representation of the mesoscopic module. A single virus moves three-dimensionally and engages with a
planar membrane spatially patterned with receptors. (b) Flowchart describing the algorithm behind the
mesoscopic portion of the model reparametrized from previous work.
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2.2.1.3 Viral binding algorithm
In order to capture the effect of receptor spatial patterning on viral binding, it was important to
analyze individual binding events. Formation and breakage of bonds was modeled as a stochastic
process, and a previously developed kinetic Monte Carlo scheme was used to evaluate the state of
individual bonds at each time step (27–30). For each HA-receptor pair, the rate of bond formation kf or
breakage kb was sampled from the probability distribution given in Equation 5 or 6:
kf = kf0 exp(−

𝜎𝑡𝑠 (𝑟−𝑟0)2

kb = kb0 exp(−

2 𝑘𝐵 𝑇

)

(𝜎 −𝜎𝑡𝑠 )(𝑟−𝑟0)2
2 𝑘𝐵 𝑇

Equation 5
)

Equation 6

Rates depended on the intrinsic rate constants of bond formation kf0 or breakage kb0, the bond spring
constant σ, the transition state bond spring constant 𝜎𝑡𝑠 , the equilibrium unstressed bond height 𝑟0 , and
the system temperature T. It was assumed that set ratios between rate constants and spring constants, as
well as order of magnitude approximations, could provide adequate parameterization for influenza
binding behavior. Therefore, 𝜎𝑡𝑠 was asigned as less than σ in order to meet transition state criteria for a
non-catch-bond (33). The ratio between rate constants was determined using Equation 7 (29):
𝑘𝑏0
𝑘𝑓0

4

= 𝐾𝐷 (3 𝑅𝐴𝐵 3 )

Equation 7

The dissociation constant KD was defined as 11.4 mM for influenza strain X-31 (226 Leu) binding to
GD1a (12). RAB describes the radius of a sphere around a GD1a binding point, within which the GD1a
can directly interact with an influenza HA, and was set to 0.75 nm as previously used in viral binding
models (28,29,34). kb0 was set by a previous parameter screen, and used to calculate kf0. Rate values
aligned with similar estimated values (15).
Rates of bond formation or breakage were then used to calculate the probability of bond
formation Pf (δtv) or breakage Pb (δtv) at each time step δtv as given in Equation 8 or 9:
Pf (δtv) = 1 - exp(-kf δtv)

Equation 8

Pb (δtv) = 1 - exp(-kb δtv)

Equation 9

Finally, this probability of bond formation or breakage was compared to a uniformly distributed random
number. If the random number was lower than the probability of bond formation or breakage, the bond
was formed or broken, respectively. To increase efficiency, only geometrically viable bonds were
evaluated for formation or breakage at each time step. Receptors were only checked for formation within
a cut-off radius of two-times viral diameter, and only HA proteins on the lower hemisphere of the virus
were evaluated (29).
15

HA-receptor bonds were expected to be more flexible in the vertical direction than the lateral
direction, primarily due to vertical deformability of the host cell membrane. To increase model
agreement with influenza-specific multivalent binding behavior, the harmonic spring potential was
modified to differentially adjust binding probability along different axes. Instead of only including HAreceptor molecular forces in this potential, additional membrane forces were combined together into an
empirical model of virus-membrane interaction. This allowed the model to more accurately capture the
virus-membrane interaction forces that would affect large-scale membrane remodeling. Bond flexibility
along the vertical axis was expected to be a function of hemagglutinin and receptor stretch, as well as
the general deformability of the membrane. Variation in GD1a headgroup height was thought to be
minimal, and was accounted for by 𝑟0 (35). Negligible energy penalty was expected with compression of
the GD1a headgroup, so a flat-bottomed potential was used within 𝑟0 of the membrane. Similarly,
hemagglutinin has been shown to be rigid and this fixed length is incorporated in the viral diameter (25).
Optical tweezers experiments measure cell membrane deformation up to 133 nm before bond rupture
with high bond specificity (25). Therefore, membrane deformation accounts for the majority of z-axis
bond flexibility, and bond formation is considered up to a maximum distance of 187.431 nm from the
membrane (𝑟0 +

𝑑𝑣
2

+ 𝑑𝐹𝐴𝑅 ). If the virus has moved outside this range and no bonds are present, the virus

follows the “far” algorithm for efficiency because probability of bond formation is low. In our model,
the reference membrane is thus considered to be planar, and membrane deformation is modeled
implicitly within the model of bond formation and breakage. By comparison, little lateral bond
flexibility is expected beyond tilt of the GD1a receptor. Therefore, probabilities of bond formation and
breakage were smoothed to zero or one, respectively, if the HA-receptor lateral distance was greater
than 2 nm, the maximum GD1a headgroup length.
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Table 1. Parameters for mesoscopic viral binding and dynamics module.
Parameter

Symbol

Value

Source

Virus diameter

dv

104.8620 nm (including 13.5 nm
hemagglutinin spike length)

(24)

Virus mass

mv

0.80 fg

(36)

Virus diffusion
coefficient

Dv

0.00626455 nm2/ns

Stokes-Einstein Equation with influenza
diameter including HA spike length

Number viral
hemagglutinin

nh

300

(31)

GD1a headgroup
equilibrium unstressed
height above membrane
surface

r0

2.0 nm

MD simulations and (35)

Bond spring constant

σ

2.672 x 10-4 N/m

(25)

Encounter complex
bond spring constant

σ ec

1.336 x 10-4 N/m

(33)

Standard intrinsic rate
of bond breakage

kb0

10-5 ns-1

UVA BME Capstone parameter screen
and (15)

Standard intrinsic rate
of bond formation

kf0

kb0 x 82.457 ns-1

(15,28,29,34)

Fixed simulation time
step in the near regime

δtv

1.5 ns

Time step chosen to be greater than the
harmonic bond frequency of a HA-receptor
bond and less than the expected time for a virus
to multivalently detach and reattach

Temperature

T

310 K

Temperature used in MD simulations

Maximum vertical
membrane deformation

dFAR

133 nm

(25)
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2.2.2 Design and parameterization of a simplified membrane model
In addition to the mesoscopic virus module, a new membrane module was needed to study the
effect of composition-driven inhomogeneous receptor patterning on the dynamics and outcome of
multivalent influenza-membrane interactions. This module needed to accurately compute receptor
coordinates based on both thermodynamic lipid behavior and changes to that behavior by viral
interaction forces. We developed a membrane model that uses Langevin dynamics to capture the
movement of influenza receptors, represented as single particles within a plane of implicit lipid
components. Validation analyses demonstrated that this membrane model maintains the receptor-level
physics of molecular dynamics simulations, while adequately reducing resolution to achieve efficient
characterization of influenza virus attachment and interaction with the host cell membrane.

2.2.2.1 Membrane structure
Wall-clock and resource efficiency of the membrane model was significantly increased
compared to MD simulations by reducing the resolution of membrane components. For the same
membrane size, our simplified Langevin dynamics model could run in a matter of days a simulation that
would require weeks with a MD membrane model. Influenza GD1a receptors were rendered as single
particles with one binding point rather than three-dimensional structures of three-atom beads as used in
previous coarse-grained MD simulations. Other lipid components and the surrounding solution were
modeled implicitly. Representation of GD1a as a single particle was supported by evidence that the virus
binds preferably to a SA in the terminal position (37). The ability of two sialic acids on a single GD1a to
bind two binding sites on a single HA is also disputed (15). It was therefore assumed that this simplified
receptor representation was adequate for capturing large-scale membrane patterning, and that detailed
structural information on individual virus-receptor interactions was not needed.
Efficiency gained by this simplified membrane representation allowed membrane size to be
increased to 419.4 by 419.4 nm in the xy-plane, compared to the 15 by 15 nm lateral box size used in
previous MD simulations. This scaling achieved a two-dimensional edge length equal to four-times viral
diameter. It was important that the membrane was larger than the viral cross-sectional area to avoid
artifacts caused by a high probability of viral access and attachment to the whole membrane surface.
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2.2.2.2 Membrane dynamics algorithm
Our streamlined membrane model captured receptor membrane dynamics by integrating GD1a
behavior forward in time according to Langevin Equations 10-14:
𝑑𝑟⃑
𝑑𝑡
⃑⃑
𝑑𝑣
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑣⃑

Equation 10

⃑⃑ (𝑟⃑, 𝑡) + −𝛽𝑟 𝑣⃑ + 𝐴⃑
=𝐾

Equation 11

𝛽𝑟 =

𝑘𝐵𝑇

Equation 12

𝑚𝑟 𝐷𝑟

〈𝐴⃑〉 = 0
2

〈|𝐴⃑| 〉 =

Equation 13
2 𝑑 𝑘𝐵𝑇 𝛽𝑟 𝑚𝑟
𝛿𝑡

Equation 14

⃑⃑ is a vector of accelerations due to
where 𝑟⃑ is a vector of positions, 𝑣⃑ is a vector of velocities, 𝐾
deterministic binding forces, βr is the inverse of the viscous relaxation time, and 𝐴⃑ is a vector of
⃑⃑ included receptor acceleration due to all potentials and
accelerations due to stochastic forces. 𝐾
constraint forces. Equation 12 represents the inverse of the viscous relaxation time 𝛽𝑟 as a function of
the Boltzmann constant 𝑘𝐵, temperature T, mass of the receptor mv, and the diffusion coefficient of the
receptor Dr. Dr was approximated from fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) bulk fluidity
measurements of lipid-tailed dye in a planar bilayer of similar composition. The magnitude of the
random force ⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝐹𝑅 behind the stochastic acceleration 𝐴⃑ followed the fluctuation-dissipation theorem and
centered around Equations 13 and 14 where d is the dimensionality of the system.
When the virus attached to the cell membrane, the positions of viral hemagglutinin proteins were
projected on to the lateral membrane plane. Net lateral forces from the HA-receptor harmonic bonds
⃑⃑ term of Equation 11. As in the mesoscopic viral module, HA-receptor
were incorporated into the 𝐾
attachment forces were governed by Equation 4.
HOOMD is a high performance, particle dynamics toolkit that is ideally suited for quickly
running simulations constrained by parameters such as those governing influenza receptor behavior
(38,39). This toolkit could be run on the GPU, compensating for a small timestep and large membrane
size. Due to the significantly larger mass of the influenza virus compared to the GD1a receptors, the
virus diffuses relatively slowly. Therefore, the membrane model could be run iteratively to update
membrane spatial patterning at a small time-step within the larger 1.5 ns time-steps of the mesoscale
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module. The assumptions underlying Langevin dynamics required the system to be underdamped, with
𝑚𝑟
𝛽𝑟

≫ 𝛿𝑡𝑟 . This criterion necessitated a 1 fs timestep in the membrane model.

2.2.2.3 Determining a pair potential representation of receptor interaction forces
An important element in simplification of the membrane model from molecular to Langevin
dynamics was capturing GD1a-GD1a interaction as a pair potential. A pair potential describes the
potential energy of a GD1a pair as a function of the distance between the two receptors, and can be used
to derive interaction forces. We used MD simulations to parameterize this pair potential, and
⃑⃑ term of Equation 11.
incorporated the resulting forces into the 𝐾
The potential of mean force (PMF) describes the free energy surface with separation distance,
and provides a first-iteration approximation of the pair potential. To compute the PMF, we first
measured the probability of finding a GD1a receptor a distance r from another GD1a in MD simulations.
Distances were measured between GM6 headgroup backbone beads of MD GD1a receptors and sorted
into bins at an interval of 0.01 nm. This analysis provided a radial distribution function (RDF). To
remove discrete bin size artifacts, we applied a five-point Gaussian smoothing window, representing a
Van der Waals radius of 0.26 nm. We then used the Boltzmann inversion method to quantify the GD1a
PMF from this RDF (Figure 3a). If the PMF approximation yielded infinite potential values at low
GD1a-GD1a pair distances, the maximum value was set to 55 kJ/mol, and a spline interpolation function
used to smooth the potential to the highest calculated finite value. GD1a pairs were not expected to
reach these close distances due to high repulsive forces.
In order to best capture the nuances of the measured GD1a pair potential, a tabulated potential
was used. Pair potential and force values were provided at approximately 0.10145 nm intervals and used
to interpolate all other points. To reduce the number of pair evaluations in simulations with a high
number of receptors, the pair potential and force were also set to zero past a cutoff distance rcut of
approximately 6 nm. The entire potential was then shifted and smoothed to zero beginning at an ron of 5
nm using Equation 15 (Figure 3b).
𝑆(𝑟) = 1 𝑓𝑜𝑟 (𝑟 < 𝑟𝑜𝑛 )

Equation 15

2

𝑆(𝑟) =

2 −𝑟 2 ) (𝑟 2 +2𝑟 2 −3𝑟 2 )
(𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑛
𝑐𝑢𝑡
2 −𝑟 2 )
(𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡
𝑜𝑛

3

𝑓𝑜𝑟 (𝑟𝑜𝑛 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡 )

𝑆(𝑟) = 0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 (𝑟 > 𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑡 )
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This process was repeated over membranes compositions with 2, 4, and 10 mol% GD1a and 0,
10, and 20 mol% cholesterol (Figure 4b-d). These compositions paralleled those used in previous
experimental and MD studies, and featured low mol% GD1a consistent with assumed physiological
concentration (40,41). Pair potential curves derived from MD membranes with 4 mol% and 10 mol%
GD1a showed increased attractive well depth with increased cholesterol composition as expected from
previous dissociation rate analyses (Figure 4c,d) (23). Pair potential curves derived from the MD 4
mol% GD1a compositions captured distinct differences between cholesterol compositions and were used
to parameterize all simulation compositions. This was justified as we expected the same dissociation rate
trends to apply to both lower and higher mol% GD1a compositions. Previous MD analyses indicated
decreased dissociation rate with increased cholesterol for membranes with 2 mol% GD1a, but these
differences were not powered for statistical significance (23). Therefore, parameterization of 2 mol%
GD1a compositions with pair potentials from membranes of increased GD1a and varied cholesterol
content benefited from increased sampling. As experiments demonstrate saturation of binding at 4 mol%
GD1a, pair potentials derived from 4 mol% GD1a membranes of varied cholesterol composition were
also expected to better capture the underlying behavior of 10 mol% compositions. At high mol% GD1a,
differences in viral binding due to varied cholesterol content may be obscured by a high degree of
binding regardless of composition.
Control simulations were parameterized with a standard Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential with sigma
= 0.7129 and epsilon = 0.8775 (Figure 4a). The potential was shifted to zero after a cutoff pair
evaluation distance of 1.75 nm. This cutoff distance was chosen to be greater than 2*sigma. This LJ
potential included a repulsive component to prevent particle overlap and a small attractive component,
but lacked the attractive well depth reflective of GD1a clustering behavior.
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a

b

Figure 3. Calculation of a GD1a-GD1a pair potential from the radial distribution
function. (a) Gaussian-smoothed radial distribution function of the probability of finding a
GD1a receptor a distance r from another GD1a in a 4 mol% GD1a, 10 mol% cholesterol
molecular dynamics membrane. (b) GD1a-GD1a pair potential estimated from applying the
Boltzmann inversion method to the radial distribution function (blue). Red circles represent
the smoothed and shifted tabulated potential values used in Langevin dynamics simulations.
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c

b

d

Figure 4. GD1a-GD1a pair potential varies with membrane composition. (a) Lennard-Jones 612 pair potential used for control simulations. (b) Tabulated GD1a-GD1a pair potential derived
from a 2 mol% GD1a, 10 mol% cholesterol membrane. (c) Tabulated pair potentials derived from 4
mol% GD1a membranes of 0, 10, and 20 mol% cholesterol composition. (d) Tabulated pair
potentials derived from 10 mol% GD1a membranes of 0, 10, and 20 mol% cholesterol composition.
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Table 2. Parameters for membrane module.
Parameter
GD1a mass
GD1a particle diameter
GD1a diffusion coefficient
Membrane edge length
Dimensionality of the
membrane
Timestep

Symbol
mr
dr
Dr
L
d

Value
0.001865 Mamu
1.3 nm
2 um2/s
419.4 nm
2

𝛿𝑡𝑟

1 fs
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2.2.3 Validation analyses
To validate that our Langevin dynamics membrane module was simple but sufficiently accurate,
we compared characteristics of our membrane to those of previous MD simulations. We focused on
cluster size distribution and receptor dissociation rate as two metrics that capture the core behavior of
GD1a interaction and dynamics.
2.2.3.1 Cluster size distribution analysis
We quantified the size distribution of clusters across all frames of an MD membrane composed
of 4 mol% GD1a, 10 mol% cholesterol, 20 mol% DOPE, and 66 mol% POPC. This membrane
composition was chosen for validation analysis because pair potentials derived from MD 4 mol% GD1a
membrane compositions were used to parameterize all production runs. Minimum distances between
any headgroup beads were calculated across all GD1a pairs at 0.0025 µs intervals after discarding a 2.5
µs equilibration interval. Cluster contacts were defined using a distance cutoff of 0.8 nm between GD1a
receptors. This corresponded to the first solvation shell. A 4 mol% GD1a MD membrane included 14
receptors per leaflet. Therefore the number of particles in clusters of size 1-14 and the evolution of this
cluster membership was evaluated over all timepoints. Data from the two bilayer leaflets was averaged.
For comparison, equal length (17.46 us) Langevin dynamics simulations were analyzed at 0.0025
µs intervals, again discarding a 2.5 µs equilibration interval. Cluster contacts were defined using a
distance cutoff of 1.8 nm between GD1a particles. This corresponded to the maximum spread of a GD1a
headgroup. The number of particles in clusters of size 1-14 and the evolution of this cluster membership
was again evaluated over all timepoints. Data from three trials was averaged.
2.2.3.2 Dissociation rate analysis
We measured the dissociation rate of a single GD1a receptor from a cluster of any size across all
frames of an MD membrane composed of 4 mol% GD1a, 10 mol% cholesterol, 20 mol% DOPE, and 66
mol% POPC. Minimum distances between any headgroup beads were calculated across all GD1 pairs at
0.02 µs intervals after discarding a 2.5 µs equilibration interval. Cluster contacts were defined using a
distance cutoff of 0.8 nm between GD1a receptors. To avoid artifacts caused by a hard cut-off, contacts
were smoothed using a five-point moving average. A previously developed Bayesian formulation based
on a Poisson event model was used to estimate dissociation rate (42). Data from the two bilayer leaflets
was averaged.
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For comparison, equal length Langevin dynamics simulations were analyzed at 0.02 µs intervals,
again discarding a 2.5 µs equilibration interval. Cluster contacts were defined using a distance cutoff of
1.8 nm between GD1a particles. Dissociation rate was estimated as for MD simulations. Data from three
trials was averaged.

2.3

Results

2.3.1 Validation of membrane cluster size distribution
If our Langevin dynamics membrane representation was simple but sufficiently accurate,
membrane characteristics were expected to resemble those of molecular dynamics simulations. We
evaluated the size distribution of receptor clusters and the dissociation rate of receptors from clusters as
two metrics that capture receptor patterning and dynamics.
The distribution of receptor cluster sizes sampled by our Langevin dynamics membrane model
was found to be in high agreement with that sampled by MD simulations of comparable length (Figure
5). A two-sample, two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test found no statistically significant difference
between Langevin and MD distributions of particles in clusters of size 1-14 (α = 0.05). However, it
should be noted that Langevin clusters were slightly more stable than MD clusters. Compared to an MD
membrane, Langevin particles were more likely to be in a 14-particle cluster, the maximum cluster size,
or exist as a single particle and 13-particle cluster. MD simulations showed increased sampling of midrange cluster sizes.
To further explore the relative stability of clusters sampled in Langevin and MD simulations, we
quantified the time evolution of cluster membership (Figure 6). Area charts of the number of particles in
clusters of size 1-14 were mapped over time and smoothed with a 5-point moving average. Both
Langevin and MD simulations exhibited intermittent changes in cluster size over the length of the
simulation. This demonstrates that although Langevin dynamics simulations simplify thermal forces
from other lipids and the surrounding solution into an implicit random force, these forces are still
sufficient to cause receptor dissociation events. However, these results again suggest that clusters in
Langevin dynamics simulations are more stable than MD clusters. Similar analysis of cluster size
evolution with a 2 mol% GD1a composition membrane indicates decreased cluster stability (data not
shown). Because the difference is not in a consistent direction, this suggests that the variation between
Langevin and MD cluster size distributions is likely due to approximation of the receptor pair potential.
Although it’s important to note differences in cluster membership, the general cluster size distributions
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do not show a statistically significant difference. We therefore conclude that our Langevin dynamics
membrane model captures the size distribution of receptor clusters with sufficient accuracy within the
given timescale. Further analysis would be necessary to evaluate agreement between Langevin and MD
cluster size distributions at experimental-length timescales on the order of minutes.
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Figure 5. Comparison of Langevin and molecular dynamics simulated membrane cluster size
distributions. Number of particles in clusters of size 1-14 accumulated over all simulation frames. In
blue are clusters from a 4 mol% GD1a, 10 mol% cholesterol molecular dynamics membrane with
means averaged across two leaflets. In orange are clusters from a 4 mol% GD1a, implicit 10 mol%
cholesterol Langevin dynamics membrane with means averaged across three trials.
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b
Figure 6. Comparison of Langevin and molecular dynamics simulated membrane cluster size
evolution. (a) 4 mol% GD1a, 10 mol% cholesterol molecular dynamics membrane: number of
particles in clusters of size 1-14 over the simulation time course. Numbers of particles for given
cluster sizes are smoothed with a five-point moving average and averaged across two leaflets. (b) 4
mol% GD1a, implicit 10 mol% cholesterol Langevin dynamics membrane: number of particles in
clusters of size 1-14 accumulated over the simulation time course. Numbers of particles for given
cluster sizes are smoothed and averaged across three trials.
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2.3.2 Validation of membrane receptor dissociation rate
In addition to cluster size distribution, we also evaluated the dissociation rate of a single GD1a
receptor from clusters of any size. We chose to measure dissociation from all cluster sizes in order to
increase sampling; this metric was expected to be unbiased because KS test statistical analysis revealed
no statistically significant difference between Langevin and MD cluster size distributions.
Dissociation rates calculated from Langevin simulations did not consistently agree with the
dissociation rate calculated from MD simulation. One of three Langevin dynamics trials predicted a
dissociation rate in high agreement with the MD two-leaflet average. This trial had the most narrow
probability distribution of the three, suggesting increased certainty (Figure 7a). However, there was
high variability in estimated dissociation rate across the three Langevin dynamics trials. If the
dissociation rate probability distributions for the three Langevin dynamics trials are averaged, two peaks
emerge. The primary peak agrees well with MD simulation results, but a secondary peak suggests a
larger dissociation rate (Figure 7b). A larger dissociation rate was not expected as previous cluster size
distribution analysis demonstrated increased stability of Langevin dynamics clusters compared to MD
membrane clusters.
Across all three trials, dissociation rate analysis of Langevin dynamics simulations results in
significantly less sampling of dissociation events than analysis of MD simulations. This decreased
frequency causes the increased variability in the predicted dissociation rate between Langevin trials. In
fact, as sampling is doubled from 0.02 µs intervals to 0.01 µs intervals in the Langevin dynamics
analysis, the probability distributions narrow and shift leftward toward the MD predicted dissociation
rate (Figure 8). This suggests that the underlying receptor physics of Langevin simulations is reflective
of MD membrane behavior. Differences in sampling may be a result of variation in cluster evolution
captured by previous cluster size distribution analyses, or may be an artifact arising from different cutoff
criteria in the analysis procedures for the two membrane models. The Langevin and MD membranes
may feature events that vary from the given dissociation event definition, but that equally embody
receptor dissociation behavior. The different cutoff criteria for the two membrane models may
differently capture these dissociation event variations.
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b
Figure 7. Comparison of Langevin and molecular dynamics simulated membrane
receptor dissociation rates. (a) Probability density functions (PDFs) estimating the receptor
dissociation rate constant. PDFs are shown for the two-leaflet average of a 4 mol% GD1a, 10
mol% cholesterol molecular dynamics membrane as well as for multiple Langevin dynamics
trials of comparable membrane composition. (b) PDFs estimating the receptor dissociation
constant averaged across both molecular dynamics leaflets and three Langevin dynamics
trials.
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Figure 8. Receptor dissociation rate estimated by Langevin dynamics membranes
decreases with increased sampling. Probability density functions (PDFs) estimating the
receptor dissociation rate constant. PDFs are shown for three 4 mol% GD1a, implicit 10
mol% cholesterol Langevin dynamics membranes with increased sampling.
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Chapter 3. Viral Binding
3.1 Chapter Introduction
We aimed to develop a model to mechanistically study the effect of membrane compositiondriven receptor patterning on influenza binding to a human cell membrane. Here we evaluate how well
our simulated viral outcomes recapitulate those resulting from experimental changes in membrane
composition. We analyze membranes across a range of GD1a and cholesterol compositions in order to
accurately capture the complex relationship between membrane composition and receptor patterning and
dynamics. The strengths of our approach suggest insights on multivalent viral binding to an
inhomogeneous host membrane, and the limitations highlight the bounds on our current assumptions and
theory of influenza attachment.

3.2 Methods
Viral binding simulations were run with membrane GD1a compositions of 0.25, 2, 4, and 10
mol%. This amounted to 728, 5103, 10206, and 26244 particles, respectively, in a square membrane of
419.4 nm edge length. Receptor-receptor tabulated pair-potentials derived from membranes of 0, 10, and
20 mol% cholesterol were used to implicitly vary cholesterol composition. 0.25 mol% GD1a simulations
were run with only 10 mol% cholesterol, and 2 mol% GD1a simulations with only 0 and 10 mol%
cholesterol in parallel with observed experimental differences in receptor dissociation rate (23). Control
simulations were run with a Lennard-Jones receptor pair potential.
A random initial pattern of receptors and unique seed for the HOOMD random force random
number generator were assigned at the beginning of each simulation. The HOOMD Langevin dynamics
function generated random numbers by hashing together the particle number, user seed, and current time
step (43). The magnitudes of initial receptor velocities were set according to a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution, and angles randomly defined in the xy-plane. A HOOMD tree neighbor list was used to
efficiently evaluate inter-receptor forces (44). Membranes were equilibrated for 3 µs and then coupled to
the mesoscopic viral binding and dynamics module for another 6 us. Receptor positions, virus center of
mass and HA positions, HA-receptor bond events and lifetimes, and bond forces were recorded at 0.5 ns
intervals over the simulation time course.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Comparing simulated and experimental viral binding outcomes and dependence on receptor
concentration
We first evaluated the ability of our simulations to capture experimentally observed effects of
varied membrane composition and local spatial patterning on influenza viral binding. Predicted binding
outcomes were compared to microfluidic experiments in which the number of fluorescently labeled
virions stably bound to a supported lipid bilayer was counted after 2.5 minutes of exposure (23).
Although our us-length, single-virus binding simulations produced different measurable outputs than
multi-virus, minute-length experimental binding assays, we assumed trends would be consistent across
timescales. We classified stable viral binding in our simulations according to three criteria: a change in
the mean number of bound receptors between time steps less than the increase in bound receptors at the
initial time step of attachment, attachment to the membrane for at least 20% of the simulation time, and
active attachment at the end of the simulation (29). Based on experimental data, we expected to observe
a dependence on receptor concentration for stable viral binding. No stable binding was thus expected for
membrane GD1a concentrations less than or equal to 0.25 mol%, stable binding was expected for GD1a
concentrations greater than or equal to 1 mol%, and approximately all virions were expected to be stably
attached to the membrane for GD1a concentrations equal to 10 mol%. These trends were expected over
all cholesterol composition of 0-20 mol%.
According to the three criteria for stable binding, we observed that no virus was stably bound
after 6 µs of simulation time across all membrane compositions (Figure 9). An increased number of
bond formation events and an increased number bound receptors were observed with greater mol%
GD1a, but intermittent no-bond periods were observed across all GD1a compositions as bonds were
quickly broken due to viral movement. These results suggest that either our model underestimates viral
binding, or that our definition of stable binding should be revised.
Throughout the simulation time, virus vertical position fluctuated within the 133 nm height
expected from optical tweezers force spectroscopy experiments (Figure 10b) (25). However, it should
be noted that spontaneous membrane fluctuations are unlikely to stretch a bonded virus this far from the
membrane without the presence of an outside pulling force. The virus is therefore expected to remain
much closer than this 133 nm distance. With this qualification in mind, the constant near-membrane
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viral position suggests consistent virus-receptor interaction within the simulation time window for most
trials.
It may be that unbroken virus-receptor attachment is not needed, but that stable binding depends
on sufficiently small no-bond intervals and a critical mean number of bound receptors. For instance, the
mean number of bound receptors (median of 4 trials) increases as (0.0151, 0.1044, 0.2266, 1.0350) with
GD1a composition from 0.25 to 10 mol% (Figure 11a). The proportion time the virus is bound to the
membrane (median of 4 trials) also increases as (0.0151, 0.0938, 0.1904, 0.5176) with GD1a
composition (Figure 11b). These results suggest that viral binding depends on receptor concentration.
However, experimental results specify that binding should saturate at a membrane GD1a composition of
4 mol% (23). A Kruskal-Wallis test followed by a Tukey’s honest significant difference multiple
comparison test also indicates a statistically significant difference in mean number bound receptors and
proportion of time bound only between the 0.25 and 10 mol% GD1A compositions (α = 0.05). Together,
these results indicate that our model underestimates viral binding, displaying a decreased sensitivity to
receptor concentration. Instead of observing stable, multivalent binding at membrane compositions of ≥1
mol% GD1a, we don’t near a mean number of bound receptors when bound of at least two until GD1a
concentration is increased to 10 mol% (Figure 11c).
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Figure 9. Intermittent periods of unbinding occur across membrane receptor compositions.
Viral binding to simulated membranes of 0.25-10 mol% GD1a and 10 mol% cholesterol. Black
represents the median number of bound receptors over time across 4 trials, and blue represents the
interquartile range.
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b
Figure 10. Virus movement relative to simulated membrane. (a) Virus center of mass movement
in the xy-membrane plane. Different colored traces represent different trials. (b) Virus center of mass
movement along the vertical z-axis. All traces remain below the 133 nm vertical cutoff for bond
breakage. At a height of 52.4310 nm (blue line) the viral surface is touching the membrane.
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Figure 11. Viral binding to simulated membrane increases with GD1a composition to a
lesser degree than experiment. (a) Mean number of bound receptors with increased membrane
GD1a concentration. (b) Proportion of simulation time the virus spends bound to the membrane
with increased GD1a concentration. (c) Mean number of bound receptors for timepoints when the
virus is bound to the membrane with increased GD1a concentration. All means are averaged over
the entire simulation time. Data points represent the median of 4 trials and error bars represent the
interquartile range. **A pair-wise statistically significant difference was found between a 0.25 mol% GD1a,
tabulated pair potential membrane and a 10 mol% GD1a, tabulated pair potential membrane.
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3.3.2 Evaluating model sensitivity to localized receptor patterning
We then compared our simulated viral binding outcomes against control simulations
parameterized with a Lennard-Jones (LJ) GD1a pair potential and across a range of cholesterol
compositions. Simulations that included a tabulated GD1a pair potential with a deep attractive well
featured a slightly increased mean number of bound receptors, proportion of time bound, and mean
number of bound receptors when bound compared to simulations with the control LJ pair potential
(Figure 12a-c). However, a Kruskal-Wallis test followed by a Tukey’s honest significant difference
multiple comparison test did not indicate a statistically significant difference in any of these three
metrics for simulations with the same receptor concentration (α = 0.05). A significant difference in the
mean number of bound receptors or the proportion of time bound was only found between either 0.25
mol% GD1a simulation and 10 mol% GD1a simulations with a tabulated pair potential. A significant
difference in the mean number of bound receptors when bound was only found between either 0.25
mol% GD1a simulation and either 10 mol% GD1a simulation. This non-definitive result suggests our
model is only marginally sensitive to localized receptor patterning for the given sampling. Histograms of
the number of GD1a receptors bound to the hemagglutinin on an influenza virus accumulated over the
simulation time course reveal only one or two simultaneous influenza-membrane interactions with either
pair potential (Figure 13). Although the specific receptors and hemagglutinin proteins interacting
change throughout the simulation, only one or two of 150 HA available on the lower influenza
hemisphere remain actively bound at a time.
Given decreased model sensitivity to receptor concentration, we are not powered to detect even
finer cholesterol-dependent differences in viral binding (Figure 14). Although increased cholesterol
composition was expected to increase the mean number of bound receptors and proportion of time
bound, a Kruskal-Wallis test followed by a Tukey’s honest significant difference multiple comparison
test did not indicate a statistically significant difference in either of these metrics across simulation
compositions (α = 0.05). It is probable that our model could not detect the small changes in membrane
characteristics invoked by a group of tabulated receptor pair potentials even more similar than the
control Lennard Jones pair potential. Our 2 nm lateral breakage criterion may also cause bond breakage
on a shorter time scale than differences in receptor dissociation rate previously observed with increased
cholesterol composition (23). Therefore, although use of a membrane pair potential capturing GD1aGD1a interaction marginally improves accuracy of trends in influenza binding, our model is even less
sensitive to variations in cholesterol-dependent receptor patterning.
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The literature demonstrates that membrane composition influences viral binding by altering
localized receptor patterning and dynamics (23). We have hypothesized that cluster size and receptor
dissociation rate are two metrics to capture membrane characteristics. Therefore, we analyzed the
distribution of cluster sizes present in equilibrated membranes at the start of viral binding simulations
(Figures 15-18). A two-sample, two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test found no statistically
significant difference between distributions of particles in clusters of size 1-4 in 0.25 mol% GD1a
membranes with LJ and tabulated pair potentials (α = 0.05) (Figure 15b). A significant difference was
found between distributions of particles in clusters of size 1-15 for a 2 mol% GD1a membrane with a LJ
pair potential and a 2 mol% GD1a, 10 mol% cholesterol membrane with a tabulated pair potential (α =
0.05) (Figure 16b). No significant difference was seen between cluster size distributions for a 2 mol%
GD1a membrane with a LJ pair potential and a 2 mol% GD1a, 0 mol% cholesterol membrane with a
tabulated pair potential. A similar trend was seen for membranes with 4 mol% GD1a: a pairwise
significant difference from a membrane parameterized with a LJ pair potential was only seen for
membrane cholesterol compositions of at least 10 mol% (Figure 17b). At 10 mol% GD1a, a significant
difference was observed between membranes with LJ and tabulated pair potentials across all cholesterol
compositions (Figure 18b). Therefore, incorporating GD1a-GD1a interaction through a tabulated pair
potential only consistently affects the cluster size distribution at a receptor concentration of 10 mol%
GD1a. Increased cholesterol composition was expected to increase cluster stability and thus shift the
cluster size distribution towards larger cluster sizes. A significant difference across cholesterol
compositions was only observed between 0 and 10 mol% cholesterol for membranes with 10 mol%
GD1a. These results suggest that our model lacks sensitivity to localized receptor patterning and
dynamics because differences in these characteristics with the addition of GD1a-GD1a interaction or
varied cholesterol composition are just very small.
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Figure 12. Simulation viral binding is somewhat sensitive to local membrane patterning.
(a) Mean number of bound receptors with increased membrane GD1a concentration. (b) Proportion
of simulation time the virus spends bound to the membrane with increased GD1a concentration.
(c) Mean number of bound receptors for timepoints when the virus is bound to the membrane with
increased GD1a concentration. All means are averaged over the entire simulation time. Data points
represent the median of 4 trials and error bars represent the interquartile range. **A pair-wise
statistically significant difference was found between a 0.25 mol% GD1a, tabulated pair potential membrane and a 10
mol% GD1a, tabulated pair potential membrane; and between a 0.25 mol% GD1a, LJ pair potential membrane and a
10 mol% GD1a, tabulated pair potential membrane. ***In addition to the above, a pair-wise statistically significant
difference was also found between a 0.25 mol% GD1a, tabulated pair potential membrane and a 10 mol% GD1a, LJ
pair potential membrane; and between a 0.25 mol% GD1a, LJ pair potential membrane and a 10 mol% GD1a, LJ pair
potential membrane.
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Figure 13. Number of GD1a receptors bound accumulated over the simulation time course.
Histograms of the number of GD1a receptors bound to hemagglutinin on an influenza virus accumulated
over the simulation time course. Bars represent the median of 4 trials and error bars represent the
interquartile range.
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Figure 14. Simulation viral binding is insensitive to membrane cholesterol composition.
(a) Mean number of bound receptors with increased membrane GD1a concentration. (b) Proportion
of simulation time the virus spends bound to the membrane with increased GD1a concentration.
All means are averaged over the entire simulation time. Data points represent the median of 4*
trials and error bars represent the interquartile range. *Only 3 trials were used for analysis of membranes
with 2 mol% GD1a, no cholesterol and 4 mol% GD1a, no cholesterol composition.
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Figure 15. Comparison of cluster size distributions for 0.25 mol% membranes with and without
GD1a-GD1a interaction. (a) Visualization of clustering in a simulated 0.25 mol% GD1a membrane with
a tabulated pair potential. Receptors are green and viral HA projected onto the membrane plane are red.
(b) Number of particles in clusters of size 1-4 accumulated over all simulation frames. Green represents
membranes parameterized with a control Lennard Jones pair potential and blue represents membranes
parameterized with a tabulated pair potential that captures GD1a-GD1a interaction. Bars represent the
median of 4 trials and error bars represent the interquartile range.
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b
Figure 16. Comparison of cluster size distributions for 2 mol% membranes with and without GD1aGD1a interaction and of varying cholesterol composition. (a) Visualization of clustering in a simulated
2 mol% GD1a membrane with a tabulated pair potential. Receptors are green and viral HA projected onto
the membrane plane are red. (b) Number of particles in clusters of size 1-15 accumulated over all
simulation frames. Green represents membranes parameterized with a control Lennard Jones pair potential
and blue represents membranes parameterized with a tabulated pair potential that captures GD1a-GD1a
interaction. Bars represent the median of 4* trials and error bars represent the interquartile range. *Only 3
trials were used for analysis of membranes with 2 mol% GD1a, no cholesterol composition.
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a

b
Figure 17. Comparison of cluster size distributions for 4 mol% membranes with and without
GD1a-GD1a interaction and of varying cholesterol composition. (a) Visualization of clustering in a
simulated 4 mol% GD1a membrane with a tabulated pair potential. Receptors are green and viral HA
projected onto the membrane plane are red. (b) Number of particles in clusters of size 1-26 accumulated
over all simulation frames. Green represents membranes parameterized with a control Lennard Jones pair
potential and blue represents membranes parameterized with a tabulated pair potential that captures
GD1a-GD1a interaction. Bars represent the median of 4* trials and error bars represent the interquartile
range. *Only 3 trials were used for analysis of membranes with 4 mol% GD1a, no cholesterol composition.
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a

b
Figure 18. Comparison of cluster size distributions for 10 mol% membranes with and without
GD1a-GD1a interaction and of varying cholesterol composition. (a) Visualization of clustering in a
simulated 10 mol% GD1a membrane with a tabulated pair potential. Receptors are green and viral HA
projected onto the membrane plane are red. (b) Number of particles in clusters of size 1-99* accumulated
over all simulation frames. Green represents membranes parameterized with a control Lennard Jones pair
potential and blue represents membranes parameterized with a tabulated pair potential that captures
GD1a-GD1a interaction. Bars represent the median of 4 trials and error bars represent the interquartile
range. *A single 99-particle cluster existed for one 10 mol% GD1a, 10 mol% cholesterol membrane trial. All other clusters
contained 66 particles or fewer.
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3.3.3 Evaluating membrane remodeling
In addition to evaluating membrane patterning as a determinant of influenza viral binding, we
applied our model to interrogate the reverse: the impact of viral attachment on the membrane. It remains
unknown whether the influenza virus can readily bind to an equilibrium distribution of receptors, or
whether virus interaction with the membrane actively remodels this receptor distribution over time to
improve binding favorability. However, with the 2 nm lateral cutoff for bond breakage in place, bond
lifetimes were too short to distinguish receptor movement in response to viral binding forces. No
significant difference was observed in the distribution of particles across cluster sizes accumulated over
the simulation duration, with and without viral interaction (Figure 19). If large-scale receptor
remodeling exists, such as a decrease in the lateral distance of all receptors to the viral center of mass, it
occurs on a significantly longer time scale than that captured by our simulations.
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Figure 19. Membrane receptor remodeling by viral binding forces is not observed on a µs
timescale. Number of particles across cluster sizes accumulated over the simulation duration at 60 ns
intervals. Bars represent the median of 4 trials and error bars represent the interquartile range.
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Chapter 4. Thesis Discussion and Future Directions
In this work, we developed a model that connects inhomogeneous influenza receptor patterning
and dynamics information from molecular dynamics simulations to mesoscopic viral binding behavior.
Validation analyses suggest that our Langevin dynamics membrane model displays a cluster size
distribution reflective of higher-resolution MD simulations. Our membrane model likely exhibits a
receptor dissociation rate comparable or greater than MD simulations. However, further refinement of
our validation analysis methods is needed to evaluate agreement between Langevin and MD cluster size
distributions and receptor dissociation rates at experimental-length timescales on the order of minutes.
For the same spatial scale, we achieved a reduction in run-time from weeks to days compared to
MD simulations. Our model is also scalable to a virus-length spatial scale. However, at a virus-length
spatial scale, our model is limited to sub-experimental time scales. The simulations used in this
investigation were on the order of µs. For direct comparison of modeled binding outcomes to
experimental data, minutes of simulation time are needed. Our modeling approach allows us to collect
real-time data on virus-membrane interaction, complementing in vitro experiments that output binary
snapshots of binding or no binding. This information has the potential to add mechanistic detail to the
physical theory of multivalent virus-membrane interaction.
However, failure of our model to recapitulate expected viral binding outcomes highlights the
limitations of our current approach. Although metrics such as mean number of bound receptors and
proportion time bound tended to increase with receptor concentration, a statistically significant effect
was only observed when GD1a composition was increased from 0.25 to 10 mol%. Viruses also only
bound multivalently, or to more than a single receptor on average, for 10 mol% membrane GD1a
compositions. Similarly, our simulations revealed a small but statistically insignificant response to GD1a
self-interaction. In conjunction with lack of sensitivity of viral binding outcomes to varied cholesterol
composition, these results suggest our model is not sufficiently powered to detect differences in
localized receptor spatial patterning and dynamics. With our current model parameterization, we also
did not observe large-scale membrane remodeling to improve binding favorability. However, lack of
agreement between simulated and experimental observations of influenza binding behavior provide an
opportunity for us to reexamine some of our fundamental assumptions:
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Simulation length
A fundamental difference between simulations and experiments was time scale. While
experiments measured binding outcomes after 2.5 minutes, limitations to model run time efficiency only
allowed µs of simulation time. If modifications to the model enabled an increased time step, it would be
interesting to run simulations for a full 2.5 minutes. The current model parameterization suggests that
individual GD1a-HA bonds are constantly changing even during multivalent viral binding. Increased
simulation time would allow us to further explore this hypothesis as well as the relevance of the
intermittent unbinding events we observed across membrane compositions.

Impact of flow on viral binding
Experimental binding outcomes were derived from microfluidic experiments in which the
number of fluorescently labeled virions stably bound to a supported lipid bilayer was counted after 2.5
minutes of exposure. The flow rate in these experiments was 50 uL/min. It was assumed that this flow
rate could be neglected. However, the flow rate does lead to replacement of the simulation volume
multiple times throughout the simulation time course. In recent experiments, the presence of flow has
been qualitatively described to drastically increase the number of viral binding and fusion events
compared to a longer exposure time with no flow. Addition of flow in a future model iteration therefore
has the potential to increase viral binding outcomes.

Membrane deformability and the phenomenological model of bond formation and breakage
Experimental optical tweezers force spectroscopy measurements of the vertical spring constant
of a single GD1a-HA harmonic bond were conducted with cells and therefore include membrane
deformability (25). Although using this value in our model increased agreement with physiology, it also
added an additional degree of vertical bond flexibility compared to baseline viral binding experiments
with a supported bilayer (23). We would expect increased vertical flexibility to increase rather than
decrease viral binding, but this difference could have caused a yet unknown effect on simulation results.
Combination of membrane deformability, receptor headgroup and HA flexibility, and the actual
receptor-HA molecular binding interaction into a single spring constant also reduces physical detail of
modeled viral binding events. Combined with the two nm lateral cutoff for bond breakage, it is possible
that the current algorithm for calculating probability of bond formation and breakage events does not
have the molecular resolution to detect local differences in receptor spatial patterning and dynamics. The
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model would thus be improved by explicitly dividing out these components as individual forces. This
would particularly improve model resolution in the lateral direction and increase lateral interaction
forces, increasing the potential for membrane remodeling or modulation of viral movement by
membrane attachment. Separation of components would also better account for the vertical tolerance of
adjacent receptors: vertical flexibility should not vary widely across a small membrane section. It is
necessary to improve model handling of membrane deformation as local curvature influences the lateral
partitioning of glycosphingolipids, as well as other lipids (45). The timescale of viral binding events
would also be predicted more accurately as the membrane deformability component could be applied
only after the virus became sufficiently close or established a critical number of membrane bonds.
However, additional experiments or simulations would be needed to derive the values for these separate
components.

Membrane composition-dependent receptor patterning and dynamics
In addition to reconsidering the above assumptions parameterized into the mesoscopic viral
binding module, additional steps can be taken to improve our Langevin dynamics membrane module.
The GD1a diffusion coefficient was approximated from fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP) bulk fluidity measurements of lipid-tailed dye in a planar bilayer of similar composition.
Measurements of the mean squared displacement of GD1a in molecular dynamics simulations could be
used to derive a diffusion value more specific to GD1a. The potential of mean force (PMF) is also only a
first-order approximation of the GD1a pair potential. Thermodynamic Monte Carlo simulations can be
used to iteratively refine this estimation (46,47). Refinement of the pair potential would be particularly
beneficial for parameterizing membranes of varying cholesterol composition because the calculated
PMFs are currently very similar.

It is clear that despite the limitations of our model, much can be learned by thinking through the
strengths and weaknesses of our current setup. Because hemagglutinin is modeled as evenly distributed
throughout the viral envelope, and there are plentiful receptors available at high membrane GD1a
compositions, the current method for calculating bond formation and breakage is likely the limiting
factor for multivalent viral binding. Additional refinement of our membrane model may also contribute
increased sensitivity to localized receptor patterning and dynamics. The current model provides a welldefined framework to implement these future modifications and additions.
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